Use supplied EZ Tite™ on all mounting hardware to ensure a tight fit when mounting brackets to the air bags.

7/16” all thread with lock washers and nuts. These mount the front upper brackets to the shock tower.

Simply, thread the 90 degree swivel “Click Connect” into place. Screw the supplied all thread into the center nut - all thread bolts through upper shock tower. (don’t forget EZ Tite™)

Set the bottom plate on the lower A Arm and use it as a template to pre-drill bolt holes.

Once holes are drilled your factory lower A Arm should look like the picture above.

Your assembled bag and brackets will look like the above picture. Now bolt the top bracket through the shock tower.

EZ Air Ride X-Frame brackets are truly 100% bolt-on. There is no cutting or welding involved. Our brackets are designed for an easy install process. We don’t strong arm customers into unnecessary parts that they don’t really need.

High side with flanged lip faces outward (toward the wheel). Once bag is bolted and fitting is secure, bolt all thread through the shock tower.

Use the side holes to run your air line from air bags to the valves. EZ Air Ride specifically designed these brackets for ease of running line through the X-Frame.